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It is possible to survive, even excel, in our new Age of Distraction –
but only if you change how you think, plan, and act. Based on his
best-selling book, Give Me a Break, HughCulver’s high-energy
keynote is perfect for busy people with To-Do lists that never end.
Consistently voted as "best of the event", Think, Plan, Act challenges
audiences to rethink what it means to be "effective" and how to
create real results and a rich life.
Part motivational, part instructional, and part challenging, this
content-rich keynote presentation is an exciting experience for any
participant. Nurses, CEO’s, salespeople and accountants have all
voted with standing ovations to Hugh’s Think, Plan, Act. Will you be a
part of his next audience?

What You Will Learn:
Hugh Culver is the author
of Amazon Best Seller,
"Give Me a Break: the art
of making time work for
you.

• THINK – changing your results starts by changing your story (if
you’re in the audience, you will actually experience this)! This lifechanging lesson continues to impact chronic procrastinators,
frustrated leaders, and overwhelmed employees.
• PLAN – interruptions are inevitable – poor planning shouldn’t be.
Learn how to plan like a pilot and work from a Flight Plan that can
literally create time.
• JUMP START YOUR DAY – the secret power of habits can improve
willpower, resilience, productivity, and results. You will learn the three
parts to any habit and how rewards can change your habits
immediately.
From the moment he steps on stage, Hugh Culver captivates an
audience with a unique blend of street-smart advice and highenergy delivery. Hugh uses insightful, often hilarious stories ranging
from the boardroom to Antarctica to create powerful lessons for
every day challenges.
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Always relevant and well researched; Hugh creates a learning
experience that adds immediate value to any business willing to
invest in the training of personnel.

